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Our "Newest" LeUnique Style - New Confidante - 
#311 - Similar to our previous Confidante Bra, but in 
a smooth cup. 

The silky fabric and lace add a touch of pure 
femininity and has excellent support without 
underwire! 

Perfect for sweaters and t-shirts! 

Available in Beige and Black in an extensive range 
of sizes.

Post-Mastectomy Fashions

Molded Seamless, Soft & Smooth 

Molded seamless cups makes this bra perfect for wearing under t-shirts 

Wider straps eare soft & cushioned, Fashionable touch of stretch lace gives coverage at the center 
breast bone.  Each bra-cup has a cotton / spandex pocket to hold breast form 

Average cup size , Available in ivory, black & red 

Sheer Comfort Bra, Sheer Elegance 

Exclusive Super Strap is cushioned and adjustable to prevent painful shoulder digging 

Cups are lightly fiberfilled for additional support, Leotard back with wide side panels 

Each bra-cup has a cotton / spandex pocket to hold breast form.  Full figured / plus cup 

Available in ivory, white & black

Anita Tonya Mastectomy Bra

This concealing mastectomy bra is a perfect 
T-shirt bra! The snug-fitting, foam cup 
developed exclusively for Anita has a 
concealing effect, provides perfect support 
and does not show under close-fitting 
garments.Both breast form pockets on both 
sides of the TONYA soft preformed cup bra 
are made of light, airy and fine tulle. The slim 
straps are padded with fibrefill and provide 
pleasant comfort.

Available in ivory, beige, black and deep 
taupe. Cups AA – E.

Abc Massage Form Triangle Lightweight Silicone

The ABC Massage Form Super Soft Triangle Breast 
Form, one of ABC's fashionable and feminine 
Signature Pink Line, is the ideal breast form for 
women wanting a more natural look and feel. 

The unique channel design and Super Soft front 
allows the breast form to hold its shape. Channels of 
silicone gel on the back layer provide optimal air 
circulation and "massaging" action to the chest wall, 
resulting in lower amounts of perspiration and All 
Day Cool! It is covered in the Signature Pink 
luxurious Satin Soft skin. This form is best worn with 
a supportive bra for maximum security and comfort. 
This triangle breast form is symmetrical and can be 
worn on the right and left side.

Anita 1151X Breast Form

Our bestselling full 
silicone breast form in a 
universal triangular shape.

Decorative flower print.

The patented Anita Flex-
Gap® technology allows 
natural movement.

Relieving back strain: The 
Anita Fashion prosthesis 
1151X2 is up to 42% 
lighter than conventional 
full breast forms.

Mastectomy Fashions (from here to the bottom of the page.)

TRULIFE....Comfortable, Fashionable, Functional Bras....and “Made in Canada!”

Style: “Barbara”

Lace Accent Softcup, 
available in several 

colours

Style: “Sophia”

Activity Softcup - 
available in white, 

black, grey

Style: “Jennifer”

 Camisole with drain 
pouches - available 
in white,black, ivory

Style: “Mandy”

Three-quarter length 
Posture Support, 

Front Closure Bra. 
Softcup - available in 

white, black, nude

“Simply Lace” by Avrielle 

This lovely lace support bra comes in 
a beautiful Latte colour. This bra is a 
great choice for the fuller cup and is 
offered is cup sizes D,E,F,G,GG in 
band sizes 30 thru 40. 

Comfortable...Stylish....Supportive 

We are proud to offer the bestseller among 
the high impact sports bras by Anita. 

The unique functionality in combination with a 
modern design has been awarded with the 
"Red Dot Award".Seamlessly pre-shaped cups 
provide perfect support through to large sizes.

The shiny and highly functional fabric has an 
energetic sheen and makes the ideal boosts 
for your motivation. Sports bra perfection to 
spur you on to achieve your top performance. 

Available in cup A – H in several colours!

Click this link to see more info about  the Active Sport Bras Mallorca 
http://www.anita.com/en_global/the-world-of-anita-products/sport.html

Extreme Control

The high impact sports bra that knows no 
compromise. Three-section, tailored cups 
with a crescent-shaped side support create 
a very attractive bust shape and provide 
maximum support. 

The combination of tailored cups on the 
outside with a seamless inside is 
unsurpassed. 

The perfect interaction of highly functional 
piqué fabric with functional toweling keeps 
your skin wonderfully dry. Available in B-H 
cups in several colours.

Anita Jana Cotton 
Full Support Bra
Everyone who likes the feel 
of cotton on their skin will 
love our JANA support bra! 
It not only feels soft on the 
skin but, with its three-
section cups, also creates 
an attractive breast 
form.Adjustable and softly 
padded straps round off the 
support function. Available 
in nude, black and white in 
Cups B – I

Ivory Lace Rose 
Contour Bra by Rosa Faia 

A gem with unassuming 
elegance. The smooth bra 
with a soft cup is available 
from cup A and does not 
feature underwires. It feels 
particularly airy and soft on 
the skin. Its smooth surface 
ensures that nothing shows 
through outer garments. A 
popular choice available in 
Black and Ivory in cups A - E

Coobie - the fit is perfect for almost every body!

Are they comfortable? 

Seriously… these wonderful items are unreal comfortable – 
you MUST try one to believe it. Don’t be fooled by cheap 
imitations & knock offs. These are amazing. 

What sizes do they fit? 

All Coobie Seamless Bras are one size and comfortably fit 
32A thru 36D. This is the most common question and take 
our word for it – They really do fit almost every body! And yes 
many folks larger than 36D wear them and love them too! 
Our newest Full size fits a 38 thru 42D. 

Do they have padding? 

Yes, each Coobie Seamless Bra comes with removable pads. 
It’s best to remove them for washing. Wash in cold water on 
delicate cycle or by hand with mild detergent. We recommend 
using a lingerie bag as well to avoid getting the straps 
tangled. If your pads get a wrinkle from shipping or traveling 
simply wash them in warm water and dry on low and they will 
regain their shape. Replacement pads are available.

Can I wear them to sleep in? 

Of course ! The most wonderful sleeping top. 
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FIRMA energywear
FIRMA energywear is an exciting new line of active, vocational shape wear that 
provides passive therapeutic benefits to the wearer.  From increased circulation 
to enhanced tissue health FIRMA will help you feel and look great at the same 
time! Great for yoga!  Capris, Leggings, socks, tanks and arm bands. 

“Impressions” 

Breast Forms

The softest and smoothest feel imaginable, lightweight, contours perfectly.  

The integrated nipple and areola enhances and restores femininity.

Perfectly balanced to suit every lifestyle.


